Miele Telescopic Wand Catch Repair

To repair catch that sticks/ jams on Miele canister vacuum telescopic wand

Written By: gary brooks
Step 1 — Miele Telescopic Wand Catch Repair

- The commonest fault is IF you knock or bend the lower half of the telescopic tube. Also if you are BRUTAL with the release button small parts of plastic can break off and lodge in the release mechanism to cause jams.

Step 2

- To repair fully prise top cover and button off gently flat screwdriver at non button end. Pull apart two halves of telescope tube (pull hard). Take out release mechanism, clean and service (tiny bit of oil). Replace lower half of mechanism in lower tube push both halves of tube together.
Step 3

- Place a TINY drop of glue on bottom of spring (the bit that goes in white plastic piece, let dry. Replace button replace both by gently pushing in to place on to clip on mechanism.

To reassemble your device, follow these instructions in reverse order.